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 dence related to the solution of this problem-they imply
 an unavoidable conclusion: the Royal Tomb at Aigai-
 Vergina belonged not to Philip II but to Philip III Ar-
 rhidaios.60

 PHYLLIS WILLIAMS LEHMANN

 DEPARTMENT OF ART

 SMITH COLLEGE

 NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS 01063

 60 Although I have not entered into any discussion of the pot-
 tery found in the Royal Tomb, it may be worth noting that at the
 December 1981 meeting of the AIA in San Francisco, Susan I.
 Rotroff read a paper on "Royal Salt Cellars from the Athenian
 Agora." Three examples of a distinctive form of salt cellar, found
 in closed deposits, suggest a date between 325 and 295 for this
 shape. Miss Rotroff points out that "a group of similar spool salt
 cellars" was found in the Royal Tomb and announces her hope
 that the analogy between the salt cellars found in the Agora and
 those recovered at Vergina may aid "in establishing a date and
 identification for that monument." Quotations are from the ab-
 stract published in AIA 86 (1982) 283.

 NEW KINGDOM EGYPTIAN TEXTILES:

 EMBROIDERY VS. WEAVING1

 After millennia of producing almost exclusively plain
 white linen textiles, the Egyptians suddenly began to
 produce colored, elaborately patterned fabrics during the
 New Kingdom (roughly, the middle and second half of
 the second millennium B.C.). The largest single find, of
 course, was the group of textiles in King Tutankhamon's
 tomb, but a number of other pieces are known, in partic-
 ular several put into tombs at the time of the earlier
 pharaoh Tuthmosis IV. A few speculations have been
 made as to where the Egyptians might have learned their
 new textile techniques, but the question has never been
 settled definitively-partly because the surrounding
 countries are not so fortunate in having conditions neces-
 sr i for the good preservation of textiles.

 Additional difficulties have accrued, however, because
 Daressy, Carter and the other archaeologists who have
 published the Egyptian finds have-quite understand-
 ably-not been textile experts, and thus made a number

 of mistakes of description; the textile experts in turn have
 often based their conclusions more on the published re-
 ports than on first-hand inspection of the artifacts. While
 doing research recently at the Egyptian Museum in Cai-
 ro, I discovered that the ancient Egyptian cloths de-
 scribed as embroidered are in general not embroidered.
 A careful analysis of the techniques being used now sug-
 gests a probable line of development of Egyptian ways of
 decorating cloth, which may in turn be of use eventually
 in determining the external influences on the New King-
 dom textile industry.

 For example, one of the pieces of cloth found in the
 tomb of Tuthmosis IV is described by W.G. Thomson in
 the Catalogue Gendral (no. 46529)2 and by subsequent
 weaving authorities such as Riefstahl and Crowfoot3 as
 having rows of pink and green rosettes embroidered be-
 tween narrow woven stripes. Today the piece is almost
 entirely white from exposure, but the rosettes and bands
 are still quite clear because the thread used for them is
 considerably heavier than that of the ground fabric. The
 bands are obviously inserted as weft, following the regu-
 lar over/under of the plain ground-weave. But careful
 inspection suggests that the rosettes, too, have been pro-
 duced in the course of the weaving. A typical petal ap-
 pears to have been formed by passing the heavier pat-
 tern-weft thread back and forth over and under a few

 warp threads in several tightly packed rows to form a
 compact oval, with the looser, finer ground-wefts being
 woven in normally after every couple of rows of the pat-
 tern-weft (ill. 1).4 The petal would then have been ad-
 justed into the desired shape mostly just by pushing the
 weft with the fingers or a beater, packing and even twist-

 I gratefully acknowledge that this research was supported in
 part by a fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memori-
 al Foundation. All textiles mentioned are in the Egyptian Muse-
 um in Cairo, unless otherwise specified. Weaving terms are used
 as defined in Irene Emery, The Primary Structure of Fabrics: An
 Illustrated Classification (Washington 1966). For those not con-
 versant with weaving, the following rough definitions may be
 helpful. Warp: the threads running the length of the cloth, origi-
 nally those strung on the loom. Weft: the threads running across

 the . loth, generally from side to side, originally those interlaced among the warp-threads by the process of weaving. Ground: a
 basic cloth which is being woven while a pattern is being added
 with extra threads; it consists, of course, of a ground-warp and a
 ground-weft, which are being interlaced by a ground-weave (in
 the fabrics discussed here, the ground-weave is always plain: over
 one, under one). Tapestry: a technique in which each color of
 weft is woven back and forth in only the area where that color is

 wanted (there is no ground-weft, and the ground-warp is gener-
 ally completely covered by the tapestry weft).

 2 W.G. Thomson, "Tapestry-woven Fabrics," in H. Carter
 and P.E. Newberry, The Tomb of Thoutmosis IV (Catalogue
 general des antiquites igyptiennes du musee du Caire, Westmin-
 ster 1904) 144 and pl. 28.

 3 E. Riefstahl, Patterned Textiles in Pharaonic Egypt (Brook-
 lyn 1944) 20 and fig. 30. G.M. Crowfoot and N. de G. Davies,
 "The Tunic of Tut'ankhamun," JEA 27 (1941) 126.

 4 The tight packing of the supplementary weft can easily be
 made to cover the finer ground-wefts completely; they are not
 visible here. Another possibility is that the ground-wefts were
 made to skip behind the pattern weft, floating on the back as
 they do in Coptic "tapestry roundels" (see infra). Unfortunately
 the mounting made it impossible to inspect the back for the
 presence or absence of floats. But the passing of the pattern
 thread over and under each warp is quite clear; and Thomson,
 while specifically mentioning the rosettes as "needlework"
 (Thomson [supra n. 2] 144), states of the group of fabrics as a
 whole that "the patterns are exactly the same on both sides, there
 being no 'passings' or ends of threads visible" (p. 143). The lack
 of floats may in fact be what led him to assume these petals to be
 embroidered, but to embroider them by running the thread over
 and under every single warp is both extremely tedious and quite
 unnecessary (see infra). The description of this textile (and also
 of no. 1668 infra) is based not only on study of the actual fabric
 in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, but also on the weaving of
 small samples in attempted duplication of the originals.
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 ing as needed. Ancient weavers from Egypt to the Black
 Sea seem to have been singularly unconcerned about

 Ill. 1. Diagram, spread out, of the general weaving method
 by which the rosettes on the cloth from the tomb of
 Tuthmosis IV appear to have been made. Vertical threads:
 warp; horizontal threads: weft; dark thread: pattern weft.

 keeping the warp and the weft at exactly right angles, as
 long as the proper effect was obtained. Indeed, this same
 technique of packing the pattern threads tightly was
 used extensively in the much later, larger, and internally
 more complex Coptic "tapestry roundels"-small,
 roundish designs inserted in colored wools onto white
 linen ground. This element in the Coptic textile tradition
 seems thus, like several others, to have been an old one.
 In other cases, the reportedly "embroidered" design

 has been put in with a still simpler weaving technique, in
 which a single thread is laid into the weaving, as it pro-
 gresses, in the outline of the shape desired. It will be
 clear to anyone who has ever wielded a needle that an
 embroidered-that is, sewn-thread can be taken any-
 where across the cloth. On the other hand, a thread
 which is laid in during the progress of the weaving can
 only move forward and/or sideways, where the warp
 and weft are not yet interlocked; it cannot turn back into
 what has already been woven together. The shape to be

 outlined with a laid-in weft must therefore be carefully
 planned in advance to avoid the need for such turns; in
 fact, in this respect the technique is rather less simple-
 minded than it would seem.

 A small group of hieroglyphs as well as a small geo-
 metric emblem were inlaid in this fashion into some very
 fine white linen found in the tomb of Maherpra, of the
 time of Tuthmosis III.5 These designs are easily missed
 by the eye, however, because they were inlaid with white
 on white, the supplementary pattern thread being only
 slightly heavier than the ground-weave. Clearly they
 were not intended as a decoration of the fabric, but as the
 weaver's mark of identification. As such, these linens be-
 long to a series with inlaid white weaver-marks going
 back at least into the Eleventh Dynasty of the Middle
 Kingdom. A quantity of linen sheets with such labels,
 correctly identified as woven in, belongs to the Metro-
 politan Museum of Art in New York. 6 Later examples
 include a weaver's mark woven into linen found in Tut-

 ankhamon's tomb.' In this same tomb was found a large,
 fine tunic (no. 1668) with rows and columns of scattered
 hieroglyphs inlaid in the same technique.' Worked in
 threads which now look pale blue and reddish brown,
 these hieroglyphs show clearly the adjustments of shape
 necessary to avoid any turning back of the threads as they
 were laid in. In addition, the pattern threads go over and
 under alternate warp threads, just as the ground-weft
 does. Certainly it is not impossible to insert a pattern
 over and under every warp (and weft too, in this case)
 with needle and thread; but to do so would be remark-
 ably tedious, given the extreme fineness of these cloths,
 as well as totally unnecessary for the achievement of the
 design.

 Furthermore, if the Egyptians were so exceedingly
 skilled in fine needle-work, why is it that they preferred
 to mark their linen sheets in heavy black ink beside the
 neat hieroglyphs in white thread (as on the Maherpra
 pieces)? If they could embroider once, they could em-
 broider twice. The most logical explanation is that the
 inscription in white thread was indeed inlaid at the time
 of weaving, as it appears to have been, and that, once it
 was no longer possible to weave it in, because the weav-
 ing was finished, writing with ink was for some reason
 the next best method: either because ink was easier, or
 because the official in charge did not happen to know
 how to embroider, or because embroidery in general was
 not a popular technique.

 With these various reported examples of embroidery
 all relegated to the category of weaving, there seem to be
 few pieces among ancient Egyptian textiles that could
 qualify as having embroidery, in the sense of thread
 sewn on in a design. Occasionally on the tapestry-woven

 5 Again reported as embroidery: G. Daressy, Fouilles de la
 vallie des rois (Catalogue general des antiquites igyptiennes du
 musee du Caire, Cairo 1902) 58 (cat. no. 24098-9).

 6 Cf. W.C. Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt I (New York 1953)
 260.

 7 Riefstahl (supra n. 3) 27.
 8 Illustrated by R. Pfister, "Les Textiles du Tombeau de

 Toutankhamon," Revue des arts asiatiques 11 (1937) pl. 54, and
 mentioned without analysis of technique on p. 216.
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 pieces from Tutankhamon's tomb one finds an unimagi-
 native use of sewn thread to complete a woven pattern.
 In every such case that I could find, a heavy, multi-
 strand yarn was used in a simple overcast (whipping)
 stitch for part of an outline. It appeared possible, in fact,
 that in most cases the rather crude stitching served the
 double-or even primary-purpose of closing up an
 awkwardly long tapestry slit, such as the long sides of a
 cartouche. As it was not possible to handle any of the
 specimens, I could not be certain. On piece no. 46526
 from the tomb of Tuthmosis IV,9 on the other hand, a
 border of tapestry-woven lotus flowers is set off from a
 field of hieroglyphs (including a cartouche of Amenhotep
 II) by a row of overcast stitches in a contrasting color;
 here there is definitely no slit. It is noteworthy that later,
 in the Coptic period, embroidery usually has almost as
 limited functions: either a heavy yarn is used in a simple
 overcast (or "satin") stitch to fill in an area, or else a few
 threads are laid down to eke out a design hard to com-
 plete in weaving alone. But stitches seem not to be used
 for their own sake, as in the elaborate embroideries from
 countries to the north.

 The major exception to this lack of embroidery in
 Egypt is a heavily ornamented dalmatic-like garment
 commonly known as King Tutankhamon's tunic (no.
 642),1' which has a wide band of squares across the bot-
 tom, each square containing an embroidered scene or
 motif. The fact that it, along with two companions from
 the same tomb, is evidently the only major piece of em-
 broidery known from ancient Egypt is especially inter-
 esting in that most of the scenes embroidered on it look
 distinctly foreign. In particular the galloping, biting ani-
 mals have close connections in steppeland "animal-style"
 art and in Mesopotamian and Syrian motifs; N. de G.
 Davies" sees these as specifically Syrian in their form.
 The uniqueness of the technique now combines with the
 foreignness of the motifs to suggest strongly that these
 embroideries were executed by foreign craftsmen. That
 they were working for a specifically Egyptian market,
 and probably even in the workshops of the Pharaoh,

 however, is implied by the presence of a cartouche of the
 Pharaoh himself, in addition to other Egyptian motifs in
 the embroidery, such as the uraeus.
 Whatever the exact origin of this piece, we are none-

 theless justified now in considering embroidery as a way
 of decorating fabrics that is not typical of Egyptian
 workmanship, and recognizing instead the various weav-
 ing techniques as the usual ones. But even the weaving
 tradition, too, suggests some foreign influences, albeit
 still older ones.

 The earliest sort of textile patterning we find in Egypt
 is the simple stripe, which requires only a change of color
 or texture in the yarn, not a change of weave. Texture
 stripes (possibly also colored) can be seen in the First
 Dynasty pleated shirt from Tarkhan,'2 while pink and
 blue stripes occur near the edges of cloths from the pyra-
 mid of the Fifth Dynasty pharaoh Unas,13 striped sel-
 vedges from then on being not uncommon. Later, in the
 Middle Kingdom, inlaid threads are used for pin-stripes,
 fuller weft-fringes, and white weaver's marks of the sort
 described above; these techniques are seen on the many
 linens from the collective tomb of sixty soldiers of Men-
 tuhotep, at Deir el Bahri;'4 and one of the tufted towels
 popular in the Eleventh Dynasty has the white weft
 raised into tufts in patterns of zigzags and broad
 stripes."5 But all these ornamentations are woven, and
 based on two or three simple techniques. (Pre-New
 Kingdom representations of colored patterns on gar-
 ments seem to depict such things as bead netting rather
 than colored cloth.16) Then, abruptly in the Eighteenth
 Dynasty-and already in the time of Tuthmosis III, less
 than a century after the beginning of both that dynasty
 and the New Kingdom-elaborately patterned textiles
 and colors too become frequent.
 Generally the introduction of a new art form goes

 along with groping and experimentation. And that is just
 what we seem to find: two forms of inlay,'7 two forms of
 tapestry, warp-faced pattern weaves,'8 and perhaps card
 weaving"9 and embroidery, all occuring in Eighteenth
 Dynasty Egypt. As some techniques such as tapestry

 9 See Thomson (supra n. 2) pl. 1; or Riefstahl (supra n. 3) fig.
 27.

 10 Crowfoot and Davies (supra n. 3).
 11 Crowfoot and Davies (supra n. 3) 127-28.
 12 S. Landi and R. M. Hall, "The Discovery and Conservation

 of an Ancient Egyptian Linen Tunic," Studies in Conservation
 24 (1979) 143 and fig. 1.
 13 Riefstahl (supra n. 3) 49 n. 4.
 14 H.E. Winlock, The Slain Soldiers of Neb-hepet-Re' Men-

 tuhotpe (New York 1945) passim, and Hayes (supra n. 6) 260.
 15 Riefstahl (supra n. 3) 16-17.
 16 Cf. Riefstahl (supra n. 3) 11-12 and figs. 10-12; and actual

 artifacts found by G.A. Reisner, Excavations at Kerma IV (Cam-
 bridge, Mass. 1923) 103-104, 303.
 17 Technically: discontinuous supplementary wefts laid into the

 ground-weave either a) brocade-style, with the extra weft laid
 back and forth parallel to the ground-weft (i.e. in sheds similar
 to those of the ground-weft), or b) outline-style, with the extra
 weft merely caught down by (i.e. laid into) the ground-sheds as it
 is carried forward or sideways across the weaving at any desired

 angle. Emery (supra n. 1) does not distinguish these two quite
 different ways of inserting discontinuous, supplementary, non-
 floating pattern wefts.
 18 Crowfoot (supra n. 3) 117-24.
 19 As the horse-cloth of Senmut and the girdle of Ramses III

 have often been claimed to be: e.g., C.H. Johl, Altiigyptische
 Webstiihle und Brettchenweberei in Altiigypten (Leipzig 1924),
 and A. van Gennep and G. J6quier, Le Tissage aux cartons et
 son utilisation dicorative dans l'Egypte ancienne (Neuchatel
 1916). Others, however, claim that the Egyptians never used
 card-weaving in the millennia B.C. or at least believe that these
 two pieces could not have been made by that method (e.g., E.S.
 van Reesema, Contribution to the Early History of Textile Tech-
 nics [Amsterdam 1926] 26-50; G.M. Crowfoot and H. Ling
 Roth, "Were the Ancient Egyptians Conversant with Tablet-
 Weaving?" AnnLiv 10 [1923] 7-20). Van Reesema suggests
 "sprang" (a kind of plaiting technique), Crowfoot and Roth sug-
 gest a clever adaptation of warp-faced pattern weaves; but in
 either case we have yet another technique in our roster.
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 come to be preferred, others such as inlay, warp-faced
 weaves, and embroidery drop out again. Even within the
 technique of tapestry, which becomes a long-time Egyp-
 tian favorite, details occur in the early pieces which sub-
 sequently disappear. For example, on two handsome
 fragments dated to the time of Tuthmosis III (and hence
 the earliest examples of tapestry-weave yet known), the
 tapestry-woven hieroglyphs show both the straight slits
 caused by returning neighboring wefts along adjacent
 warps for some distance without crossing, and the fine
 zigzag lines caused by passing the neighboring wefts al-
 ternately around the same warp.20 Thus we find two
 competing methods for negotiating the edge of a color-
 field parallel to the warp. By Tutankhamon's time only
 the former is used, as far as I could discover; and that
 choice of technique carries all the way down into the
 Coptic textile industry. It is also, incidentally, the solu-
 tion chosen by the weavers of the next major groups of
 tapestry fabrics to survive, in the next millennium: those
 from Gordion, and those found in Scythian and Greek
 kurgans and probably mostly imported from Iran. 21
 The discarded technique is done with such care and
 neatness on these early Egyptian pieces, however, that
 one wonders why it was not the technique kept. After all,
 it produces the more stable fabric. Perhaps foreign rein-
 forcement of the other method influenced the decision.

 Until more textiles appear, we cannot push our de-
 ductions much farther. But perhaps the observations and
 theoretical outline developed here will prove useful in
 the interim.

 E.J.W. BARBER

 LINGUISTICS AND ARCHAEOLOGY

 OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE

 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90041

 20 See Thomson (supra n. 2) pl. 28, no. 46527-8.
 21 L. Bellinger, "Textiles from Gordion," Bulletin of the Needle

 and Bobbin Club 46 (1962) 15; S.I. Rudienko, Drtevn'eshiie v
 Mirte Khudozhkstvtnnyg Kovry i Tkani (Moscow 1968).

 PAUSANIAS 1.27.3 AND THE ROUTE OF THE

 ARRHEPHOROI

 Within his description of the Athenian Akropolis,
 Pausanias relates some details of a secret ritual per-
 formed once a year by two maidens known as Arrhepho-
 roi (1.27.3). These girls made a nocturnal journey, and
 the course of this journey has been the subject of much
 speculation.' In this note I shall attempt to remove from
 this speculation a glaring error which has clouded all at-
 tempts to elucidate the meaning of the ritual of the Ar-
 rhephoroi.

 Pausanias' description of the rite is:

 "A b. pot OavjLtrataL jtaCLrTa rapEarXEV, a7t LV
 oVK IE wravrra yvptlppa, ypaw o bl ota TaVpalVELt.
 7rapOrvot bio roV vaov T7 fIloAXaos oiKoev oib

 roppCo, KaAoVcrt bl 'A06rvaot a& 0ai pp74'poov
 avrat XPOVOV JiEv rTva blamrav EXOVOt rapa rn
 OBEp, Wapayevojtyv) li 7nTr fopTr7n lpCa01Vf V VVKTL

 roalBE. avaOtEral (rto4rtv KE7 thL KraXa~ & al v 7
 'A0nva i'pEta 818coat6*PELV, oVTE linoca
 07TLOV 7r L88OOtLV ELiLa, OVTe 7aLe vEpotvara ) ET-
 E"aj.tvati-YT l iEr r 1epl oor bV Tf 7ToAEt 7n) Ka-

 Aouvjvrjl )v KwotL 'AApo8lTrln oi ?dppco, Kar 6t'
 avro0v^ KxoSor 6wroyator avoaTro7pr 7avT7 nKarla-
 tLv at wapOCvot. Kac pv 8417 EpjEa A7Twov-
 ctv, Aa/3V0U loai JaoXXO 7L KOLoC0OV(TLo V EYKEKaAVju-

 jUVOV. KatL T7av j. a a TL TO T0oV, ET-
 par lb he rT 7% )V aKpoAXLv apO6vove ayovort hvar
 aVT&)V.

 The route of the Arrhephoroi is set out vaguely in the

 sentence beginning '-rt lbi  7rEpl'OAO .... The problem arises through Pausanias' use of the phrase o0 roppco.

 Does the genitive T 7K raAovj.tElV) n Knrotr 'A poil-
 7~ depend upon the noun wrploPtoXo or upon this
 phrase oi w7rppw? The answer to this question is crucial
 for our understanding of this ritual.

 The early interpreters of these lines were faced with
 another difficult problem.2 Pausanias mentions a spot
 sacred to Aphrodite, who is called Aphrodite in the Gar-
 dens. He says this spot is b 7nT^ E, which usually
 means "on the Akropolis." But the only known sanctuary
 of Aphrodite in the Gardens was actually outside the city
 walls, on the west bank of the Ilissos river. It seemed
 unlikely that the goal of the Arrhephoroi could have been
 so far away.

 In 1931, however, another sanctuary of Aphrodite
 was discovered on the North Slope of the Akropolis,
 which rendered Pausanias' description more reasonable.
 The ceremony took place completely on the Akropolis.
 But another problem arose.

 Oscar Broneer, in his article detailing the discovery of
 this sanctuary of Aphrodite,3 quotes Frazer's translation
 of this section in Pausanias: "Now there is in the city an
 enclosure not far from the sanctuary of Aphrodite called
 Aphrodite in the Gardens, and there is a natural under-
 ground descent through it. Down this way the maidens
 go." This version is, I think, the natural and correct way
 to translate these lines. The genitives are dependent on
 the phrase ob 'rdppco.

 According to my calculations, Pausanias uses this

 'See, e.g., J.E. Harrison, in her introduction to M. de G.
 Verral's Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens (London
 1890) xxxiii-xxxvi; L.R. Farnell, Cults of the Greek States 1
 (Oxford 1896) 289; J.G. Frazer, Pausanias's Description of
 Greece 22 (London 1913) 344-45; F. Hiller von Gartringen,

 "Errhephoroi," RE 2 (1907) 549-51; L. Deubner, Attische Feste
 (Berlin 1932) 9-17; W. Burkert, "Kekropidensage und Arrhe-
 phoria," Hermes 94 (1966) 1-25; M.P. Nilsson, GGR 13 (Mu-
 nich 1967) 441-42; K. Jeppesen, "Where Was the So-Called
 Erechtheion?" AJA 83 (1979) 392.

 2 See, e.g., H. Hitzig and H. Bluemner, Pausaniae Graeciae
 Descriptio (Berlin 1896) 295, and Frazer (supra n. 1) 344-45.

 30. Broneer, "Eros and Aphrodite on the North Slope of the
 Acropolis," Hesperia 1 (1932) 32-55.
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